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WASP Mobile Asset tracking software is a mobile asset management solution
designed for businesses that need to get a �rm grip on their assets, such as
corporations that utilize complex IT hardware, construction companies that manage
large equipment, and
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WASP Mobile Asset tracking software is a mobile asset management solution
designed for businesses that need to get a �rm grip on their assets, such as
corporations that utilize complex IT hardware, construction companies that manage
large equipment, and businesses that utilize multiple vehicles during the course of
business.

WASP Mobile Asset is available in multiple editions, including Mobile Asset
Complete Plus System, which offers users a complete asset tracking system that
includes asset management software, a mobile computer, asset tag printer, and
barcode labeling software, as well as free technical support and user training.

Available in three version; Standard, Professional, and Enterprise, WASP Mobile
Asset can suit the needs of businesses of all sizes. Both the Professional and the
Enterprise versions of the product offer �ve different depreciation methods including
Straight Line, Double Declining Balance, 150% Declining Balance, Declining Balance
Custom, and Sum-of-the-Years’ Digits. The standard version offers only one method.

Where WASP Mobile Asset’s true strength lies is in its robust asset management
system that allows users to create a custom dashboard on their mobile device that
will display noti�cations, charts, graphs, and other asset management –related data.
WASP also offers users the ability to check assets such as tools and vehicles out to
either customers or employees, enabling better asset tracking. Users can also track
their assets using a variety of criteria including site, location, department, item
number, or serial number. The mass update feature allows users to update groups of
similar assets simultaneously. Users can also manage related asset contracts as
needed. Files can be attached to a speci�c asset, including related purchasing and
warranty data. WASP also allows users to easily manage maintenance schedules for
all company assets and users can print barcode labels for easy asset identi�cation
and tracking.

Reporting options are solid in WASP Mobile Assets, with over 50 management
reports available including Asset Checkout History, Asset Use History, and all asset
maintenance records. While designed for mobile devices, users will also receive a
one-server license, along with �ve client licenses when purchasing.

WASP Mobile Assets starts at $595.00 for the standard one-user version. Pricing for
the Enterprise version is $3,995.00 and includes an unlimited user license.

WASP Mobile Asset tracking software is an excellent tool for businesses and
organizations that need to effectively and ef�ciently manage the assets that are an
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integral part of their business. WASP Barcode Technologies also offers related items
such as inventory software and management systems, along with barcode scanners
and label generators.
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